SINKOLOGY™

Products + Accessories

Kitchen, bathroom, bar sinks, bathtubs, barware, accessories, and more.
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Bath Accessories

Grid Sink Drain - No Overflow

Sinkology grid drains are designed to install easily and look beautiful with most standard no-overflow bath sinks.
- Streamlined design for improved water drainage on no-overflow sinks
- Hand-finished, durable, solid-brass construction
- Standard size and easy to install
Finishes: Aged Copper #TG01-AG, Nickel #G15-HN

Bronze Bathtub Drain and Overflow Kit

Fits perfectly with freestanding Sinkology copper bathtubs with an overflow.
- Durable, solid brass tubing is fully hand finished to match your copper bathtub
- Includes lift-and-turn drain, floor flange, gaskets, overflow plate and all hardware
- Designed to match and fit all models of Sinkology freestanding tubs
#SDT101-AC

Pop-Up Sink Drain - No Overflow

Soft-touch pop-up drains from Sinkology install easily and look beautiful with most standard no-overflow bath sinks.
- Soft-touch pop-up feature adds elegance and ease of use
- Durable, solid-brass construction with hand-applied finish
- Standard size and easy to install
Finishes: Aged Copper #TP01-AG, Nickel #P15-N
Kitchen Accessories

Kitchen Sink ISE Disposal Flange

Standard-sized disposal flange drain and stopper fits all Sinkology kitchen sinks.

- Designed to work with most InSinkErator kitchen sink garbage disposals
- Comes with a matching removable stopper
- High-quality and durable solid brass construction

Finishes: Antique Copper #TD35-01, Nickel #TD35-02

Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain

Standard-sized kitchen sink basket strainer drains fit all Sinkology kitchen sinks.

- Removable basket strainer to protect plumbing from food and other debris
- High-quality and durable solid brass construction
- Hand-finished to coordinate perfectly with Sinkology kitchen sinks

Finishes: Antique Copper #TB35-01, Nickel #TB35-02

Kitchen Sink Bottom Grid

Sinkology bottom grids are custom designed to fit perfectly with select Sinkology kitchen sinks.

- Handmade in the United States
- Protects your sink's finish by elevating dishes and allowing for improved rinsing
- Made from 7-Gauge steel and coated in vinyl
- Variety of sizes to perfectly fit your Sinkology sink

Finishes: Antique Copper, Stainless Steel
Cleaning + Care Accessories

Copper Armor Care Kit
The Copper Armor Care Kit is designed to help protect and shine all Sinkology sinks with ease.
- Includes two 1.7 oz. spray bottles of copper armor wax and one microfiber cloth
- Apply once a month to maintain shine and reduce water spotting
- Made from real Brazilian carnauba wax
#SARMOR-101

Deluxe Copper Armor Care Kit
The Deluxe Copper Armor Care Kit provides a larger supply of solution to keep your sinks shining.
- Includes one 16 oz. spray bottle of copper armor wax, two premium microfiber cloths, and one Sinkology Breeze Non-Scratch Scrubber
- Larger size ideal for bathtubs and kitchen sinks
- Made from real Brazilian carnauba wax
#SARMOR-201

Breeze Non-Scratch Scrubber
This scrubber will help restore your copper sink’s natural patina through gentle scrubbing.
- Long-lasting, mildew-resistant material made from patented Clean-Guard™ silicone
- Lightly lavender scented, comes with a Three-month no-odor warranty, and is made in the United States
- Available in 1, 3 or 6-pack
#SSCRUB-101, #SSCRUB-101-3, #SSCRUB-101-6

Sidekick Sponge Assistant
The Sidekick keeps dish brushes, scouring pads, dish towels and more off your sink’s surface.
- Stainless steel, custom-plated in antique copper to match your copper kitchen sink
- Easy to install – simply apply to your sink side with a two-magnet system
- Patented heavy-duty magnets hold up to 3.5 lbs.
#SA-MULTI-102AC
Installation Accessories

**Sound Dampening Kit**

For those who want additional noise absorption, this kit is the perfect DIY solution.
- Includes nine easy-to-install sound absorption pads
- 6” x 6” dampening pads easily fit on the underside of any sink
- Features peel-and-stick permanent adhesive backing

#SDAMP9-6x6

**Freestanding Bathtub Rough-In Kit**

Install a freestanding copper bathtub in minutes with this copper tub drain.
- Allows for copper freestanding tub to be installed over finished floor
- Works with all freestanding bathtubs and standard bathtubs
- Comes with brass tailpieces (threaded and flanged) and ABS waste/overflow adaptor kit

#ITD35

**Complete Silicone Installation Kit for Copper Sinks**

This kit comes with everything you need to finish your kitchen or bath copper sink installation.
- Includes custom-made Antique Brown 100% Neutral Curing Silicone, clear silicone, caulk gun, microfiber cloth, and Breeze Non-Scratch Scrubber
- Two colors of caulk to match your sink’s copper finish
- Silicone does not react negatively with natural copper sinks

#SINSTALL-101
Rounded Mug

Sinkology rounded copper mugs provide the ideal chill needed to keep your cocktail cool. The rounded version of our moscow mule copper mugs provide an additional 2 fl. oz. of extra capacity (total of 22 fl. oz.) and a little more heft than the standard version.

The conductive nature of copper helps to keep your ice from diluting your cocktail and has a cool, refreshing feel against your lips. All Sinkology copper mugs are made with a polished copper handle that doesn’t transfer body heat so that your cocktail won’t prematurely warm.

Some experts even say that the copper mug enhances the flavor and aroma of the Moscow Mule and other drinks. Plus, it looks great next to your copper kitchen sink or copper bar sink.

- 4.375” high, 3.5” diameter
- 22 fl. oz. capacity solid copper mug that weighs 0.95 lbs
- Handmade from pure, solid copper with no inner lining
- Copper will age naturally and form a rich patina for a unique look
- Hand wash only, food safe, not microwave or dishwasher safe
- Lifetime warranty
- As always, please drink responsibly

#SHB02-MRC, Set of 2 #SHB02-MRC-2
Straight Mug

Sinkology copper mugs provide the ideal chill needed to keep your cocktail cool through the conductive nature of copper. These solid copper mugs will help to keep your ice from diluting your cocktail and will hit your lips with a cool chill every time you drink.

When using a Sinkology copper mug, sip your drink near the polished copper mug’s handle, which doesn’t transfer body heat, so that your Moscow Mule or other cocktail won’t prematurely warm.

The cold temperature also helps to maintain the carbonation of ginger beer, ales, and other carbonated beverages, keeping supreme fizziness from first sip to last.

- 4.875” high, 3.5” diameter
- Straight sided mugs are 20 fl. oz. capacity and weigh 0.8 lbs
- The perfect barware to complement your copper bar sink
- Handmade from pure, solid copper at our workshop
- Solid copper mug has no inner lining – no tin or aluminum
- Hand wash only, food safe, not microwave or dishwasher safe
- Lifetime warranty
- As always, please drink responsibly

#SHB01-MSC, Set of 2 #SHB01-MSC-2
Sinkology copper shot glasses are the perfect finish to your copper barware set. These solid copper shot glasses have no inner lining and help to keep your shots cool. Whether you are measuring to mix a drink or taking shots with your friends, the Sinkology solid copper shot glasses provide a classic look to your copper bar sink.

- 2.75” high, 1.5” diameter
- 1.25 fl. oz. capacity solid copper shot glass that weighs 0.1 lbs
- Comes in quantities of 2 or 4
- Handmade from pure, solid copper with no inner lining
- Copper will age naturally and form a rich patina that gives each shot glass a unique look
- Hand wash only, food safe, not microwave or dishwasher safe
- Lifetime warranty
- As always, please drink responsibly

Set of 2 #SHB03-S2C, Set of 4 # SHB03-S2C-S4C
Ice Bucket

The Sinkology copper ice bucket is made from pure, solid copper to help keep your ice nice and cold. The conductive nature of copper will help to keep your ice from melting so you can keep your guests’ cocktails chilled all night. Not a cocktail drinker? Use this copper ice bucket to keep your champagne and white wine on ice. The copper ice bucket comes with a lifetime warranty.

- 9” high, 8” diameter, 3.15 lbs.
- The perfect barware to complement your copper bar sink
- Handmade from pure, solid copper – handcrafted at our workshop by our team of skilled coppersmiths
- Copper is a great conductor, helps keep your ice frozen for longer
- Two copper handles to keep you from transferring body heat when you move the copper ice bucket
- Copper will age naturally and form a rich patina that give the ice bucket a unique look
- Hand wash only, food safe, not microwave or dishwasher safe
- Lifetime warranty
- As always, please drink responsibly

#SH804-IBC